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Dynamic Speckle Interferometry
of Technical and Biological Objects
Alexander Vladimirov
Abstract
The theory of speckle dynamics in the image plane of a reflecting and thin
transparent object is considered. It was assumed that the optical paths of the
reflected and probing transparent object waves vary due to (1) translational motion,
(2) oscillations with a period T, and (3) random relative displacements of pairs of
scattering centers Δu (reflecting object) and random changes in the refractive index
Δn (transparent object). The formulas relating the mean value, dispersion, and
relaxation time of Δu and Δn values with the time-averaged radiation intensity at
the observation point and the time autocorrelation function of this intensity are
obtained. It is shown that at the averaging time multiple of T, the technique in real
time allows to determine plastic deformations of the order of 103 on bases of the
order of 10 microns, which is suitable for the control of elastic deformations on
bases of the order of 100 microns. The possibilities of the method of averaged
speckle images for the study of (1) features of the nucleation, start, and movement
of the fatigue crack, and (2) the activity of living cells infected and not infected
with the virus are demonstrated.
Keywords: theory, experiment, high cycle fatigue, live cell, speckle dynamics,
estimation of time to failure, crack nucleation
1. Introduction
If a rough object is illuminated by coherent radiation, macroscopically homoge-
neous but microscopically inhomogeneous distribution of scattered radiation inten-
sity emerges at some distance from the object and behind the lens that forms the
object image. As the surface microrelief heights are random, the waves reflected
from various microscopic areas of the surface have random amplitudes and phases.
Mutual interference of these waves results in spotted or “speckle” structure of
scattered radiation. When the object surface varies for some reason, the amplitudes
and phases of the reflected waves change, so the speckle pattern also varies. Varia-
tion of wave amplitudes and phases can be caused by displacement of the object or
its rigid rotation or by small variations in the distances between the area elements
due to elastic or plastic strains of the surface. The reason may be a small or strong
surface microrelief variation due to corrosion or loosening of the material with
ionizing radiation, material fatigue, etc. The specified macroscopic or microscopic
processes can occur simultaneously.
It is noteworthy that the speckle pattern can be formed when studying objects
with a mirror surface by lighting them via mat glass. Phenomena occurring inside
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transparent objects can be studied in a similar way. Such objects are live cells
cultured or precipitated on a transparent substrate. If there is an empty space, the
cells can alter their shape and the intracellular processes randomly change the
phases of the waves that have passed via the cell. So, by the character of the speckle
pattern change, one can study and monitor the phenomena occurring on the surface
or near the surface of reflecting objects or inside transparent media.
At present, one is familiar with application of variations, displacements, and inter-
ferences of speckle fields for the study of macroscopic phenomena, namely, for deter-
mination of transition, motion velocity, rotations, elastic or plastic strains of objects,
gas, and fluid flows [1–7]. At the same time, the logic of speckle optics development
and practical needs sets the task to analyze not only macroscopic but also microscopic
processes occurring at the structural level. For example, a task like that appears in
studies of the phenomena accompanying crack initiation in high-cycle fatigue of
metallic materials as well as during the analysis of the processes occurring in the
membranes and inside the cells of live systems. The rationale for such studies is related
to development of a technique for assessing the remaining life of construction ele-
ments, and in case of biological objects, to individualized drug selection for a patient.
As the properties of materials are random at the structural level, the amplitudes
and phases of the waves reflected from the object or that have passed through the
object randomly vary in time and space. In the general case, the solution to the
problem of establishing a relation between the parameters of wave phase dynamics
and speckle dynamics is far from simple. Nevertheless, lately certain advances in
solving such problems have been observed.
The objective of this publication is to familiarize the readers with the author’s
recent developments in the theory and application of dynamic speckle interferome-
try. They were aimed at study of the processes occurring in technical materials in
their high-cycle fatigue and also in live cells subject to some external effects. The
rationale for the specified studies, for the theory of the techniques proposed, the
conducted experiments and their practical prospects are discussed in brief. The
advantage of the techniques under discussion over the conventional speckle holo-
graphic techniques is the possibility for real-time study of reversible and irreversible
processes. Most part of this chapter is devoted to dynamic speckle interferometry of
high-cycle fatigue. When high-cycle fatigue is studied, the technique permits deter-
mination of the limiting local microrelief and surface shapes variations (deforma-
tions) with high sensitivity. When the variation rate of the named values is
monitored, the time to the fatigue crack start can be determined. When the reaction
of cells to viruses and bacteria is studied, an opportunity for timely development of
procedures preventing and blocking their development progress appears.
2. High-cycle fatigue: the problems and the rationale for the studies
When technical objects are exploited, their various elements are affected by
alternate forces. As load cycle number N in the materials increases, their properties
change irreversibly resulting in fracture of the construction elements. In the litera-
ture, this phenomenon was called material fatigue. Depending on numberNa, of the
cycles preceding the fracture, we distinguish low-cycle, high-cycle, and giga-cycle
fatigue. Their borders are rather blurred. It is usually supposed that a part was
destroyed in low-cycle fatigue if Na < 10
4. If a part is exploited at 105 < N < 107,
then high-cycle fatigue is supposed, and at N > 108, the part is supposed to be
exploited in giga-cycle fatigue.
At present, various features of low-cycle fatigue are fairly well characterized
[8, 9]. It is explained by the fact that in low-cycle fatigue, sufficient plastic
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deformations of the objects normally appear. That is why conventional approaches
developed for devices exploited under the conditions of quasi-static loading are
applicable for monitoring and estimating of the remaining object life.
The situation with high-cycle as well as giga-cycle fatigue is different. According
to various literature sources, from 50 to 80% of equipment is destroyed due to high-
cycle fatigue [10–12]. Despite research history [13–16] and a great number of
publications [17, 18], at present, there are no techniques for assessment and esti-
mation of the remaining life of construction elements in their high-cycle fatigue
that would meet the requirements of the engineering practice [11, 18]. According to
[11, 18, 19], the situation has arisen due to absence of physical models of high-cycle
fatigue. In the author’s opinion, this circumstance is in turn related to absence of
physical monitoring techniques that would permit to record the features of local
fatigue damage accumulation without interruption of exploitation or fatigue testing
of various objects. Analysis of studies [20–25] devoted to development of such
methods shows that their practical application implies methodological issues.
Immediately after the creation of lasers and detection of spotted or speckle
structure of scattered radiation, speckles were used to study fatigue phenomena
[26–28]. However, because of high manpower effort and no monotone character of
the recorded signal variation, the technique was not put to wide use.
The author learnt the difficulties of fatigue phenomena studies using conven-
tional nondestructive testing techniques at first hand. Early in our research aimed at
the study of high-cycle material fatigue, we used various modifications of optical,
X-ray, magnetic, electric, and acoustic techniques (13 in all). The results obtained
using these techniques were negative. The parameters of the signals either did not
vary or the variations were at the same level as the hardware noise. As in high-cycle
fatigue localization of fatigue damage takes place [11], it was supposed that the
obtained negative result is related to a large base (averaging region) of the applied
techniques. Hence, for measurements on a small base, we upgraded a speckle
technique that was previously successfully used to monitor the damage in quasi-
static deformation of specimens up to their fracture [29, 30].
Section 3 presents the results of the theoretical studies aimed at developing an
optical technique intended to study the irreversible processes emerging while test-
ing specimens for high-cycle fatigue. Section 4 discusses the experiments with high-
cycle fatigue conducted using this technique.
3. Theory
This section discusses the results of theoretical underpinning of speckle tech-
niques permitting the study of fatigue accumulation in periodical deformations of the
objects. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the regularities of speckle dynamics observed
while capturing the frames of the speckle image on fixed position of the object
oscillations. Section 3.3 is dedicated to the theory of time-averaged speckle images.
3.1 Dynamic speckle interferometry of microscopic processes: reflecting object
Let the source of coherent radiation with wavelength λ located at point s
!
illu-
minate the point scattering centers located in some region S in plane (x,y), as is
shown in Figure 1.
A thin lens with focal distance f and diaphragm diameterD located in plane (ηх,ηz)
forms the object image in plane (qх,qу). We regard all the waves at hand as linearly
polarized in the same direction. We accept that phase φj of complex amplitude аj of a
wave scattered by the j-th center is random, and that the waves from all the scattering
3
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centers come to an arbitrary point of plane (ηх,ηу). First, let us obtain an expression
for radiation intensity I q
! 
at some point q
!
of the object image plane. For total
complex amplitude A η
! 
at arbitrary point η
!
of plane (ηх,ηу), we have:
А η
!  ¼ ∑N
j¼1
aj, (1)
where N is the number of scattering centers. We will get the complex amplitude
of light A q
! 
at point q
!
adding up the amplitudes of the waves that came from
the points of plane (ηх,ηу) to point q
!
, considering amplitude P η
! 
and phase
exp i η
! 2= 2fð Þh i transmission of the lens [3]:
A q
!  ¼
ðþ∞
∞
ð
P η
! 
e
i η
!j j2
2f eik Lq
!
η
!ð Þ
 
∑
N
j¼1
aj dηxdηy, (2)
where i is an imaginary unit and Lq
!
η
! 
is a vector targeted from point η
!
to
point q
!
.
Let us take the relation between complex amplitude of light in proximity of
point rj
!
and at point η
!
in the same form as in [3]:
aj η
!  ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I0 rj
! r
ξ rj
! 
ei k Ls
!
rj
!þuj!ð Þ
 þ Lη! rj!þuj!ð Þ  þϕj 	, (3)
where I0 ¼ I0 r!
 
is the distribution intensity of the illuminating radiation,
ξ ¼ ξ r!
 
in the general case is the complex reflection coefficient that takes into
account the proportion of the radiation going from point r
!
to point η
!
, Ls
!
r
! 
is the
vector targeted from point r
!
to point s
!
, Lη
!
r
! 
is the vector targeted from point r
!
to point η
!
, uj
!
is the vector of small displacement of the j-th center.
Figure 1.
Optical system for reflecting objects and designations.
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Let us take arbitrary point q
!¼ qr
!
and its conjugated point r
⇀
q. It is known that a
wave going from point r
⇀
q forms an Airy pattern as the result of light diffraction on
a diaphragm with diameter D and the center at point qr
!
. The radius of central spot bs
of the pattern equals 1, 22λL00=D, where L
0
0 is the distance from the lens to plane
(qx,qy). Region with radius аs = bs/m, where m is the magnification of the lens,
corresponds to regions with radius bs in plane (х,у). It is known that 85% of the
energy of the wave that passed via the lens falls on the central spot of the Airy
pattern. We will neglect the energy that falls on the sections beyond the region with
radius bs. This in turn means that we suggest that the waves from the scattering
centers located only in the region with radius аs with the center at point r
⇀
q come to
point qr
!
. Now, let N be the number of such centers.
Let us further assume that the region with radius аs, values D, and u
!  is small
compared to the distances from the object to the radiation source and to the lens as
well as that from the lens to the image plane. Regarding expression
Ls
!  ¼ Ls! r! þ u!
   as continuous function r! and u!, let us expand it in a Taylor
series in a small neighborhood of point r
! ¼ r⇀q, u! = 0, taking into account the
derivatives to the first-order inclusive. Let us similarly expand expression
Lη
!
r
! þ u!
   in the vicinity of points r! ¼ rq!, η! ¼ 0, and u! = 0, and expression
Lη
!
q
!   in the vicinity of points η! ¼ 0 and q! ¼ qr!. One can familiarize oneself
with the results in specified expansions in [31, 32]. Taking the obtained expansion,
as well as formulas (3) and (2) into account, we in [31] obtained an expression for
A q
! 
and I q
! 
:
A q
!  ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiI01p eiψ j ∑N
j¼1
ei k uj
!
ls
!þ l!

  
þ θj
 	
, (4)
I q
!  ¼ A q!  A∗ q!  ¼ I01N þ 2I01 ∑K
κ¼1
cos Δϕκ þ Δθκ½ , (5)
where ls
!¼ ls
!
lsx; lsy; lsz

 
and l
!¼ l! lx; ly; lz

 
are unit vectors targeted from
point r
⇀
q to the radiation source and to the observer, respectively; θj ¼
krj
!
ls
! þ l!
 
þ φj, complex amplitude
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
I01
p
eiψ j determines the expression preceding
the summation sign; Δϕκ ¼ kΔuκ ¼ kΔuκ! ls
! þl
 
, Δuκ
!
is the relative displacement
vector of the κ-th pair of scattering centers; and Δθκ ¼ θj  θm, j 6¼m, κ = 1, 2…К, К =
N N  1ð Þ=2.
Then, let us assume that process Δuκ(t) is random, and for а fixed κ, there is
correlation of values Δuκ in time. Assuming that all the random values are indepen-
dent, in [31], we obtained an expression for temporal normalized autocorrelation
function of radiation intensity η1,2 t1; t2ð Þ at point q!:
η1,2 t1; t2ð Þ ¼ cos x2h i  x1h i½   e
1
2k1112k22þk12 , (6)
where x1h i and x2h i are values Δϕκ average by the ensemble of objects at time
points t1 and t2, respectively, k11 and k22 are variances of values Δϕκ at time points t1
and t2, respectively, and k12 is the correlation coefficient of phase differences Δϕκ at
time points t1 and t2.
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If process Δuκ tð Þ is stationary, then x1h i = x2h i and k11 = k22, and instead of (6),
we have:
η τð Þ ¼ ek11þk11ρ12 τð Þ, (7)
where ρ12 τð Þ is a normalized autocorrelation function of relative displacements,
τ = t2  t1. From (7), it follows that if τ exceeds correlation time τ0 of values Δuκ,
function η τð Þ levels off to η∗ = exp k11ð Þ. In our experiments discussed below, this
circumstance was used to determine value k11 as the parameter of fatigue damage to
the specimens.
At values Δuκ that are small compared with λ, it is convenient to exclude the
permanent part of η ¼ η∗, proceeding to a new normalized autocorrelation function
η0 τð Þ ¼ η τð Þ  η∗½ = η 0ð Þ  η∗½ . It is easy to show that at Δuκ << λ, we have
η0 τð Þ ffi ρ12 τð Þ. Therefore, the corresponding normalized spectral functions gI ωð Þ of
intensity fluctuation and relative displacements gΔu ωð Þ are equal. The correlation
(relaxation) times τ0 of values Δuκ and fluctuations of radiation intensity τκ in the
conjugated region are also equal.
At Δuκ ≥ λ, establishing a relation between gΔu ωð Þ and gI ωð Þ is not a simple task.
In [33], it was done for the case when function ρ12 τð Þ is a Gaussian function. It was
shown that in this case, gΔu ωð Þ and gI ωð Þ are also Gaussian functions, with the
function range gI ωð Þ at level 1/е is k11 times as wide as that of function gΔu ωð Þ.
3.2 Theory of speckle dynamics of microscopic processes: transparent object
Let us discuss an optical system (Figure 2) that forms an image of a thin
transparent (phase) object. Let the source of coherent light 1 illuminate thin dif-
fuser 2 consisting of point stationary diffusers chaotically located near plane (x,y).
The waves spreading from point centers first pass through various sections of thin
transparent object 3 and then via lens with diagram 4. Planes (x,y) and ðqx,qyÞ are
conjugated. Let us accept that the sum of the diffuser thickness, the distance from
the diffuser to the object, and the object thickness are less than the longitudinal
resolution of the lens. To simplify the calculations, let us suggest that the refraction
indexes of the medium inside and outside the diffuser are same and equal 1. Let us
assume that the optical paths of the sounding waves in the object 3 randomly
change, in time, and let us neglect the refraction of waves within the object. Let us
take the conjugated points 6 and 7. Reasoning the same way as we did in Section 3.1,
Figure 2.
Optical system for a transparent object: 1—light source, 2—diffuser, 3—transparent object, 4—lens with
diaphragm, 5—image plane, and 6 and 7—conjugated points.
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we can obtain an expression for radiation intensity I q
! 
at point 7, and also for
normalized autocorrelation function η t1; t2ð Þ of this intensity. Such calculations were
performed in [33]. It was obtained that the expression for η t1; t2ð Þ is precisely
formula (6), but the value Δuκ is determined by a different formula:
Δuκ ¼ uj  um (8)
where κ is the wave pair number again, and
uj ¼
ð
lj
n lð Þ  n0½ dl, um ¼
ð
lm
n lð Þ  n0½ dl, (9)
are the optical path lengths of the j-th and m-th sounding waves, respectively; lj
and lm are the paths of the corresponding waves, and n lð Þ is the distribution of the
refraction index along the wave path. The above features of functions η t1; t2ð Þ and
gΔu ωð Þ remain valid.
3.3 Theory of time averaging method for speckle images
The results of the theory discussed above in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 were used in
studies of irreversible processes arising in metals with their high-cycle fatigue
[31, 34] and in live cells [35]. In the cases when spatially homogeneous and tempo-
rally stationary random variation of optical wave paths occurred at the structural
level, good coincidence between the theory and the experiment was observed.
However, the drawback of the theories discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 is the
difficulty of application in the cases when random variations of the wave phases
occur due to various simultaneous processes occurring at different rates.
For example, in high-cycle metal fatigue, the phase of the wave reflected from
part of the surface can vary as a result of translational motion of the object, its
elastic or plastic deformation, phase transformation, and formation of microcracks.
When a live cell is studied, the wave phase can vary due to diffusion of the
substances through the membrane, endocytosis (capture of large particles due to
local cell shape variation), and protein synthesis as well as cell motion.
To overcome the drawback named in [32, 36, 37], the theory was upgraded. The
idea consisted in application of the time averaging procedure to speckle dynamics.
If the characteristic time τ0 of wave phase variation corresponding to the fastest
process is known, then the averaging time Т1 of the recorded optical signals can be
taken larger than τ0. In this case, speckle dynamics will be formed due to occurrence
of slower processes; moreover, interpretation of the experimental data can get
simplified.
Let us discuss the results of the theoretical studies, first for a reflecting object,
and then for a transparent object. In [32], from the model of scattering reflecting
object discussed in Section 3.1, a problem concerning speckle dynamics in the image
plane of a flat surface performs a complex motion. It was supposed that the scat-
tering centers located in plane (хоу) (Figure 1) simultaneously (1) move at a low
rate toward ох axis, (2) perform periodic motions with the same period and ampli-
tude toward ох axis, and (3) randomly move in space. It was supposed that the
difference of irreversible random center displacements Δuκ ¼ Δuκ! ls
! þ l!
 
appear
after another cycle of the object oscillation. The averaging time must be equal to the
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oscillation period or be divisible by it. For the time-average radiation intensity ~I q
! 
at arbitrary point q
!
and for normalized temporal autocorrelation function η t1; t2ð Þ of
this intensity, the following was obtained:
~I ¼ I1 þ I2eσ2=2 cos xþ αð Þ, (10)
η t1; t2ð Þ ¼ η uxð Þ  ek11=2k22=2þk12 t1;t2ð Þ  cos x1h i  x2h ið Þ, (11)
where I1, I2, α are constants, х and σ
2 are the mean value and variance of Δuκ ,
respectively, obtained by averaging over the time Т1 and over the region with a
radius Δx ¼ 2as. This area is located in the vicinity of the point that conjugates the
point q
!
. Function η uxð Þ is a normalized temporal autocorrelation function
corresponding to a translational displacement of object toward ох axis; ux is value of
displacement. Values k11, k22, k12, x1h i, x2h i have the same meaning as in formula (6).
However, now they are parameters characterizing random wave pair phase differ-
ences averaged by time Т1.
A similar problem concerning speckle dynamics in the image plane of a transpar-
ent object was solved in [37]. An optical system presented in Figure 2 was discussed.
It was supposed that object 3, located near thin diffuser 2, is a thin transparent plate
whose lateral surfaces are parallel to plane (х,у). As in the previous case, the discus-
sion was about the complex motion of the plate consisting of (1) its translational low-
rate motion along ох axis, (2) its periodic motion toward ох axis, and (3) random
small variation of the optical thickness of the plate. The formula for time-average
intensity coincided with formula (10), and the formula for the temporal autocorrela-
tion function of this intensity was determined by the expression:
η t1; t2ð Þ ¼ ½ek11=2k22=2þk12 t1;t2ð Þ  e~k11=2~k22=2þ~k12 t1;t2ð Þ  cos x1h i  x2h i þ ~x1
  ~x2 
 :
(12)
Now, in formula (12), the value х is a wave pair phase difference averaged by time
and regionwith diameterΔх, whose changes are determined by variations of the optical
thickness of the plate using formula (9). Parameters k11, k22, k12, x1h i, x2h i in formulas
(11) and (12) have the samemeaning. Parameters ~k11,
~k22,
~k12, ~x1i, ~x2i

are similar to
values k11, k22, k12, x1h i, x2h i, but they are the parameters of the speckle dynamics
emerging due to the roughness of the plate performing a translational motion.
If the roughness is homogeneous, i.e., ~k11 ¼ ~k22, ~x1i ¼ ~x2i

, then instead of (12),
we have:
η t1; t2ð Þ ¼ η uxð Þ  ek11=2k22=2þk12 t1;t2ð Þ  cos x1h i  x2h ið Þ, (13)
where
η uxð Þ ¼ e~k11þ~k11ρ12 uxð Þ (14)
is a normalized temporal autocorrelation function of radiation intensity
corresponding to the translational motion of the plate, and ρ12 uxð Þ is a normalized
temporal autocorrelation function of phase difference of wave pairs changing in
time as a result of movement of a rough transparent plate.
Let us note that the theory of dynamics of time-averaged speckles in the image
plane of a thin transparent object in the absence of its displacement and oscillation
was discussed in [36].
8
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3.4 Discussion of theoretical results
Therefore, if translational motion of a reflecting or transparent object is absent,
the averaging time is divisible by the cyclic loading period, and there are no irre-
versible deformations in the object, then, according to Eqs. (9)–(11), the observer in
the image plane will see a pattern of averaged speckles invariable in time. If irre-
versible processes that alter the optical paths of the waves emerge in a small region
of the object at some phase of oscillation, then the speckle pattern in the conjugated
region will change. As the formulas for normalized autocorrelation functions (6)
and (11) at η uxð Þ ¼ 1 coincide, the pattern of averaged speckles can be regarded as a
speckle pattern of some stationary object. In case of the emergence of irreversible
processes that alter the shape of the reflecting object at the structural and/or mac-
roscopic level, or the density of the transparent object, the speckle pattern of such a
“stationary” object will vary.
For the reflecting object, value х in the cosine input is proportional to the
displacement difference of surface points Δu ¼ Δ u! ls
! þ l!
 
located at some char-
acteristic (mean) distance Δх. If the deformation variance is small (k11, k22 ! 0),
then values ~I and η in the above formulas will depend on Δu by the law of cosines.
Thus, the formulas go into the ratios known in the shear variants of holographic,
correlation, and dynamic speckle interferometry. Let us note that there emerges a
potentiality to determine the components of vector Δ u
!
by means of recording and
procession of speckle images recorded simultaneously at different directions of the
object illumination or observation.
4. Experiment
4.1 Dynamic speckle interferometry of flat specimens in periodic bending
In our first experiment, the results of theoretical analysis presented in Section
3.1 were applied to study fatigue phenomena emerging in high-cycle fatigue of
medium-carbon steel 50 [34]. The scheme of specimen loading is presented in
Figure 3; the dimensions and shapes of the specimen as well as the speckle image of
the control area are shown in Figure 4. Before testing, the sample was subjected to
fine grinding and annealing. A 2 mm thick flat specimen was loaded with 50 Hz
frequency; the number of cycles reached 1,200,000; and maximum cycle amplitude
σmax varied from 0.2 to 0.82 σ02, where σ02 is the flow limit of steel 50. The surface
area near the maximum stresses was illuminated by a laser module with wavelength
λ = 655 nm and 20-mW power. Speckle images with magnification m = 0.1 were
captured at a certain phase of the object oscillation and entered into a computer
with a frequency about 10 Hz. The minimum speckle size 2bs in the object image
plane equaled 40 μm. Films of 20- to 60-s duration were recorded at various stages
of specimen testing. To determine value η that is involved in formula (7), we took
digital values of intensity at one point (pixel), but at different time points t1 and
t1 + τ. The digital value of intensity I1(t1) corresponded to the beginning of the film,
and I2(t1 + τ) corresponded to a frame at time point (t1 + τ). A part of the surface
size 2as = 2bs/m was regarded as one “object” of the object ensemble. It was sup-
posed that this “object” was located in the vicinity of a point conjugated to the pixel
we are discussing. The array of the areas’ size 2as located in surface area size 1  4
mm (1 and 4 mm along axes x and y, respectively) was regarded as an object
ensemble. Measurement of η was determined by formula:
9
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Figure 3.
Scheme of periodic bending: 1—laser module, 2—TV camera, 3—control zone, 4—specimen, and
5—electromagnet.
Figure 4.
Dimensions and shape of the specimen (top) and speckle pattern (bottom): 1—control zone, 2—clamp line,
and 3—maximum stress spot.
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η τð Þ ¼ I1 t1ð Þ  I1 t1ð Þh i½  I2  I2 t1 þ τð Þh i½ h i
σ1  σ2 (15)
where the angle brackets denote arithmetic mean values in the named object
ensemble, and σ1 and σ2 are standard deviations of values I1(t1) and I2(t1 + τ).
Figure 5 presents a typical dependencies η = η(τ) obtained early in the fatigue
testing experiment at σmax = 0.4σ02. The dark spots denote the experiment; and the
dashed line denotes a Gaussian autocorrelation function. The deviation of the
experimental data from the theory is in the 5% range. As is seen from the graphs,
the autocorrelation function declines from 1 to the fixed level η∗ ¼ 0:83. According
to our theory, the decline of value η and leveling-off are the indicators of homoge-
neity and stationarity of random process Δu ¼ Δu tð Þ discussed in Section 3.1. As the
directions of illumination and observation are close to the surface normal,
Δu ¼ Δ u! ls
! þ l!
 
ffi 2Δuz, where Δuz is the projection of vector Δu! on the surface
normal. Using the surface decline on 1/е to level η∗, we obtain that the intensity
fluctuation correlation time is 7 s. One can accept that this time rivals with relaxa-
tion time τ0 of random value Δuz, or difference of the displacement of two surface
points toward the normal. These points are located in a 400-μm area. From formula
η∗ ¼ exp k11½  ¼ exp  2π=λð Þ24σ2Δuz
h i
, we obtain that standard deviation σΔuz of
values Δuz equals to 23 nm.
Analysis of the experimental data obtained in the sections of stationary surface
relief variations showed the following. When σmax varies from 0.2σ02 to 0.82 σ02,
correlation time τ0 of relative displacements Δuz varies from 60 s to values of the
101-s order. At the same time, when σmax varied in the named range, value σΔuz
stayed practically invariable, at the 5-nm level on the average. Rare measurement
lunges of σΔuz from 10 to 20 nm were observed.
In many cases, we recorded very complex dependences η = η(τ). Their analysis
enabled us to suppose that they corresponded to several processes occurring simul-
taneously and altering the phases of scattered waves at different rates. Because of
difficulties in the interpretation of such data, the technique was upgraded. A theory
of time-averaged speckles discussed in Section 3.3 was proposed. Applications of
the results of this theory are discussed in the next section.
Figure 5.
Temporary autocorrelation function of intensity fluctuations due to metal fatigue: •—experiment and
- - - - theory.
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4.2 Application of time-averaged speckles
We used the technique of time-averaged speckles to study the micro- and
macro-variations of the surface shape in high-cycle fatigue of constructive and
model materials. The main objective of the conducted research work was to clear up
the matter of what happens in the material during crack initiation.
Beams made from pipe steel 09Г2С loaded by three-point bending were used in
the experiment. The shape and dimensions of the specimens as well as the position
of the bumps are presented in Figure 6. A Charpy notch was made in the beam to
localize the crack initiation spot. The surface of the beams was subject to fine
grinding, and then they were annealed in vacuum. After annealing, the surface of
some specimens was polished. After polishing, roughness parameter Ra was in the
1- to 50-nm range. Let us note that for both polished and unpolished specimens, we
observed the same results in a qualitative sense.
The specimens were tested in a resonance-type machine of MIKROTRON
(RUMUL) type with near-100 Hz frequency and a 0.1 load ratio. The value of the
maximum force exerted (1.1 kN) was selected experimentally from the condition of
emergence of a 0.1-mm long crack after hundreds of thousands of loading cycles.
Variation of resonance frequency by 10% usually preceded the emergence of a crack
of this length.
The scheme of the optical setup applied for recording of the average speckle
images is presented in Figure 7. The optical setup was located on the platform of the
testing machine. Object 4 was illuminated by beam 2 from laser module 1 of a KLM-
H650-40-5 type with the wavelength of 0.65 μm and 40-mW power. As speckles do
not emerge when a mirror surface is illuminated, mat glass 3 was put into the
lighting beam to form speckle fields when specimens with the polished surface were
tested. The speckle image was recorded in the specimen image plane. The magnifi-
cation of the optical system equaled 0.7. The diaphragm size of lens 5 was selected
so that the minimum speckle size slightly exceeded that of a photocell in the
photocell array of the TV camera 6. A monochrome VIDEOSCAN-415M-USB TV
camera with an array containing 782  582 photocells of 8.3  8.3 μm size was used
in the experiments. Averaging time T1 equaled 50 oscillation periods. We supposed
that in the most damaged surface area, this time exceeded the correlation time of
wave pair phase difference τ0 which is equal to 0.1 s.
Figure 8 presents distribution of correlation coefficient η found by two 8-bit
digital speckle images of the specimen.
Figure 6.
Shape and dimensions of the specimen.
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The first image was obtained at loading cycle number N1 equal to 57,000, and
the second image was obtained at cycle number N2 = 92,000. Speckle field varia-
tions started at N2 equal to 72,000 cycles. Value η was found using formula (15).
Figure 9 presents three-dimensional surface profiles near the notch at
N1 = 57,000 and N2 = 92,000. The profiles were recorded using an optical
profilometer WYKO NT-1100 with a 3-nm height measuring error.
As it is seen from Figure 9, at 92,000 cycles, two zones emerged in front of the
notch. The first zone is a pitch about 0.5 μm deep with the diameter of 500 μm.
The pitch center was at the distance of about 250 μm from the notch tip. Besides, a
second small zone of about 50  100-μm size where a fatigue crack initiated
Figure 7.
Scheme of the optical setup. 1—laser module, 2—illuminating radiation, 3—mat glass, 4—specimen,
5—lens with diaphragm, and 6—photosensor array of the TV camera.
Figure 8.
Distribution of correlation coefficients η found in a 4  4-pixel section.
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emerged immediately at the notch tip. This area is shown by an arrow in Figure 9b.
This zone consisted of irregularities of 5- to 1-μm transverse size and the height of
scores of nanometers.
Figure 10 presents joint graphs showing altered relief heights Δh and correlation
coefficient variation η in the pitch image plane along ох axis.
The scan line of the profilometer passed through the pit center, and value η was
determined using formula (15) by scanning of a 4  4 pixel-size section. It is seen
from the picture that the maximum variations of value η fall on the steepest surface
slopes in the pit. Minimum variations of value η correspond to the sections beyond
the pit and at its bottom.
Comparison of surface shape variation within the pit with variations of value η
in the conjugated region showed that these variations agree with formula (11). The
mean value of the scattering center displacement difference at the bottom of the pit
can be accepted as zero. In this case, in formula (11), variation of value η will be
determined by the parameters contained in the exponent. Values λ= 4πð Þ½  ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ln ηð Þp
corresponding to the bottom of the pitch equaled several nanometers which
corresponded to the profilometer data. In Figure 11, for five scan lines, black dots
show dependence of value η that falls on the steepest slopes of the surface, from the
Figure 9.
Surface profiles: (a) at 57,000 cycles and (b) at 92,000 cycles.
Figure 10.
Joint dependences (1) Δh(x) and (2) η(x).
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maximum measurement of the surface profile slope ratio γ. The latter value was
found by the surface profile in the graph. The dotted line corresponded to formula
(11), in which it was accepted that x1h i ¼ 0 and η uxð Þ ¼ 1; the exponent was
substituted by 1 and the cosine argument was 4π=λð Þγ2xs, where 2xs is the size of
the surface area equal to the linear resolution of the lens (12 μm). As seen from
Figure 11, we have fairly good coincidence of the theory and experiment.
As seen from Figure 9, about half of the crack formation region lies within the
pit, and the other half is beyond the pit. For the latter section, the measurement of η
equaled 0.8. Suppose in (11) if the cosine equals 1, η uxð Þ ¼ 1, and k11, k12 = 0, we
obtain that the roughness parameter Ra variation equals 20 nm.
The measurement of Ra was determined by the equation Ra ffi 0:8λ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln η
p
=
2π lsz þ lzð Þ½ , which is fair if the relief heights are distributed by the Gaussian law.
Here, lsz and lz are the projections of unit vectors ls
!
and l
!
on axis z, respectively,
and lsz ¼ lz ¼ 0, 98.
According to the profilometer data, variation of value Ra in the segment equaled
25 nm.
Figure 12 presents typical dependences of η(N) that correspond to five surface
sections of another specimen. The graph numbers coincide with the section num-
bers. The fatigue test conditions for this specimen did not differ from those for the
previous one; the test was stopped only after the crack initiation and a small
increase in its length.
Analysis of three-dimensional profiles of the surfaces of two specimens showed
that they were the same in the qualitative sense. The surface spots for plotting of
dependences η(N) in Figure 12 were selected so that they could clear up the
emergence order of the two above zones at the notch tip. This information can be
beneficial for creation of crack initiation physical models. Section 1 was selected
beyond the contraction; sections 2 and 3 were selected on the path of the motion of
the plasticity zones in front of the crack. Section 4 was located at the very notch tip,
and section 5 was taken on the contraction edge on the line approximately passing
through its center parallel to the specimen axis. The decrease of value η from 1 to
0.95–0.97 for section 1 at the end of the experiment is caused by the hardware
noises and partially by slight translational motion due to degradation of the mate-
rial. The centers of sections 2 and 3 rivaled, but their size differed. Section 2 of
22  22-μm size consisted of four regions of Δх = 11-μm size, and in section 3, there
were 16 such regions. It is evident that dependences η (N) for these two sections
Figure 11.
Theoretical (—) and experimental (•) dependences η(γ).
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twice arrive at zero nearly simultaneously; however, their minimum measurements
differ. For section 2, value а η nearly reaches 1, and for section 3 the minimum
measurement equals 0.62. From the viewpoint of our theory, in compliance with
formula (11) reaching 1 by value η means its dependence on Δuzh i by the law of
cosines with amplitude exp k22ð Þ equaling 1 (k22 = 0), and values
k 1:96 Δγ  Δx=λ in every small region of 11-μm size reach value π/2. Let us
take value Δγ that characterizes a rigid surface rotation for the measure of plastic
deformation on the 11-μm base. Then it follows from our analysis that at η = 1, a
homogeneous plastic surface deformation equaling 7.5  103 occurs in section 2.
For section 3 amplitude, exp k22ð Þ equals 0.62. Thus, we get that the plastic
deformations in section 3 of 44  44-μm size are inhomogeneous, and the standard
deviation of values Δγ from 7.5  103 equals 3.3  103.
It is seen in Figure 12 that notable deviations of dependences 4 and 5 from the
horizontal line start practically simultaneously at 70,000–80,000 cycles. This sug-
gests that the formation of irregularities in the small zone and the contractions
probably start simultaneously. Above, it was shown that a decline of value η from 1
to about 0.8 in the conjugated region corresponds to crack initiation at the notch tip.
For section 4, such a decline occurred at about 280,000–300,000 thousand cycles.
Then, dependence 4 levels off at N ≈ 400,000. This suggests cessation of irrevers-
ible process in section 4 after the crack start and the increase in the crack length. A
decrease of value η to 0.45 at 330,000 cycles approximately in linear fashion is
characteristic for to section 5. Then dependence η(N) also goes to the horizontal
section which speaks for the completion of contraction formation.
4.3 Studying fatigue of Plexiglas
The experiments conducted with Plexiglas of “ACRUMA” brand aimed at
studying the peculiarities of fatigue damage accumulation in the volume of the
specimen shown in Figure 6. The specimens were made from a plate 5-mm thick.
The protective film preserving the polished surfaces was taken off before the
Figure 12.
Dependences η(N) corresponding to five sections of the surface: 1—section of 44  44-μm size at the distance
of 640 μm from the notch tip. 2—section of 22 22 μm size at the distance of 180 μm, 3—section of 44 44-μm
size at the distance of 180 μm, 4—section at the notch tip of 44  44-μm size, 5—section of 44  44-μm
size on the slope of the contraction.
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fatigue test. The equipment shown in Figure 7 was used to record the speckle
images. The specimen was illuminated through mat glass, the sounding waves
passed through the specimen. The observation direction was selected either along
the normal or at the angle of 30° to the normal. In the latter case, irreversible
processes in the depth of the specimen could be controlled by distribution of value η.
The three-point bending test under the condition of high-cycle fatigue was run on
the machine discussed in the previous section. By now, an article has been prepared
on the basis of the obtained data, which is now being reviewed by the editors of an
optical magazine. As agreed with the magazine editors, the results of the conducted
experiments will be available after publishing. We will only note that we were for
the first time able to view in detail the process of transition of originally continuous
three-dimensional medium into a destroyed state. Using the formulas in Section 3.3,
we evaluated the limiting variations of the refraction index and density prior to
fatigue destruction of Plexiglas. The crack initiation processes in steel and Plexiglas
were very similar, even coinciding in some details. The difference consists in the
fact that metals have the mechanism of energy dissipation connected to dislocation
motion. That is why during local plastic deformation, variation of the object shape
(emergence of a contraction) can take place. An amorphous material like Plexiglas
does not have such a mechanism. That is why plastic deformations come into effect
as volume/density variations.
4.4 Dynamic speckle interferometry of intracellular processes
In our early experiments studying the processes occurring inside live cells, we
used the formulas discussed in Section 3.2 of the theory. The main long-term
objective of the undertaken studies was search of approaches that would permit
creation of an optical technique and a device studying the processes in the live cell
membranes. The first objective of the experiments was search of cell metabolism
parameters. We used an optical setup whose scheme corresponded to the optical
scheme discussed in the theory (Figure 2). The photo of the setup is shown in
Figure 13. A semi-conductor laser module with the wavelength λ = 532 nm and
20-mW power as well as the TV camera discussed above in Section 4.2 were used.
The setup was placed into a thermostat that maintained the temperature of
36  0.1°С. A transparent cuvette with two glass supporters in a horizontal position
in the nutrient solution was fixed on a small table near the mat glass. The first
supporter contained a monolayer of cultured cells; the second one was cell-free.
Speckle images of the supporters are shown in Figure 14. The light lines in the
picture show the typical sections selected for determination of value η using
Figure 13.
Photograph of the optical device: 1—laser module with micro-objective, 2—mat glass, 3—lock of the object on
the platform of the motorized translator, and 4—camera with lens.
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formula (15). The measurements of η were determined using the films recorded
during 20–40 s. Figure 15 presents dependences η(t) corresponding to the nutrient
solution (top), to the cells in the nutrient solution (middle), and to the herpes
simplex-infected cells (bottom). It is seen from the graphs that in all the cases
dependence η(t) levels off in several seconds. According to the theory, the presence
of a constant level speaks for the fact that random radiation intensity variations in
the selected image fragment and variations in difference Δu of the optical wave
paths in time in the conjugated region are stationary processes. By the measure-
ments of the fixed levels, we determined variances σ2Δu of values Δu. In the
assumption that random values Δu corresponding to the cells and the nutrient
solution are uncorrelated variables, we determined values σ2Δu corresponding to the
cells.
While processing the films of 20- to 40-s duration recorded for several hours, we
detected various types of dependences η tð Þ. Along with the graphs similar to those
presented in Figure 15, we obtained dependences that did not level off as well as
graphs that had rather a composite view. All-day graphs of dependences σΔu tð Þ at a
0.5-h pitch were reproducible in about 50% of the cases. Analysis of obtained
dependences η tð Þ showed that their complicated character is probably connected to
Figure 14.
Speckle images of supports in a transparent cuvette with nutrient solution.
Figure 15.
Dependence η(t) corresponding to: 1—nutrient solution, 2—cells in the nutrient solution, and 3—infected
cells in the nutrient solution.
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the presence of several processes altering the phases of the sounding waves at
different rates. In this regard, we used a time-averaged speckle technique discussed
in Section 3.3. Application of this technique enabled us to obtain well-reproducible
data. Figure 16 presents typical dependences of the time-averaged digital value of
intensity ~I corresponding to the nutrient solution, to a cell in the nutrient solution
and to a herpes simplex virus-infected cell in the solution. The dependences are
taken from our paper [38]. Analysis of the dependences belonging to the latter type
showed that variation features of value ~I well corresponds to the stages of virus
development in cells. Figure 17 presents typical dependences η tð Þ corresponding to
the nutrient solution, to the cells in the nutrient solution, and to the herpes simplex
virus-infected cells in the nutrient medium.
The shown dependences were well-reproducible when a monolayer of cultured
cells of various cell lines was infected with herpes virus.
Figure 18 presents joint dependences of σΔu tð Þ and temperature T on time for
L-41 cell line [39]. For the linear correlation coefficient of two arrays σΔu and T, we
obtained a value equal to 0.88. Figure 14 shows dependence of σΔu on Т from our
early work [35]. L-41 cell line was also used in the experiment.
As the metabolic processes are manifested more distinctly when the temperature
rises, the above data presented in [38] were used to substantiate application of value
σΔu as the parameter that characterizes the activity of cultured cells.
Figure 16.
Dependence of time-averaged intensity ~I on time for the pixels corresponding to: 1—nutrient solution, 2—cell,
and 3—herpes simplex virus in a cell.
Figure 17.
Typical dependence η tð Þ for Vero line: 1—nutrient solution, 2—virus-free cells, and 3—cells with virus.
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5. Discussion of results and prospects for further studies
5.1 Studying high-cycle fatigue of metals
The conducted theoretical and experimental research showed that the dynamic
variant of speckle interferometry can be used for quantitative evaluation of irre-
versible displacements and deformations occurring in metals with high-cycle
fatigue on the 10-μm order bases. The peculiarity of this evaluation is that applica-
tion of time-average speckles makes it can be conducted in real time, i.e., without
interruption of cyclic deformations (Figure 19).
The technique is fairly simple, because it does not require any synchronization
of the load value applied to the object and the frame capture moment. It is charac-
terized by high accuracy and sensitivity.
In [32], it was shown that when a 10  10-pixel fragment is selected at the
variation of η from 0.3 to 0.99, the ratio error of its determination does not exceed
1%. It was shown that a small error in determination of value η by formula (15) is
related to the features of radiation intensity ~I distribution in the speckle pattern.
The record error of value η was found to equal the sum of determination errors of
Figure 18.
Joint dependence of σΔu and temperature on time at small heating rates.
Figure 19.
Dependence of σΔu on the temperature.
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values ~I multiplied by 102-order coefficients with different signs. The random
meaning of the sign was determined by the difference of ~I in a pixel and by the
mean measurement in the image fragment.
High sensitivity of the speckle technique to deformations is based on the phe-
nomenon of multiple-wave interference with the same initial phases. Speckles
emerge as the result of multiple-wave interference with random initial phases. So
the emergence of multiple-ray interference is in many ways similar to wave inter-
ference in a diffraction grid is not evident. This question was briefly discussed in
[34, 40]. Because of the significance of the matter, let us dwell upon it. Let there be
a great number of point diffusers on the surface in a region of ΔX diameter with the
center at point А, and let value ΔX equal the linear resolution of the lens. For
certainty, let the surface be illuminated and observed along the normal. The waves
with random initial phases going from the scattering centers form random intensity
value ~I at conjugated point A0 of image plane. Now let us imagine that a slight plastic
rotation around an axis parallel to oy axis. Let the rotation axis be located at the edge
of a region with ΔX diameter. Now let us discuss the scattering centers with the
following properties: (1) the waves scattered by these centers have the same ampli-
tudes and initial phases, (2) y-coordinates of the centers are random, (3) along ox
axis they are located at the same Δx distance. We suppose that such centers will
always be found if their number is large. Let Δuz be the maximum displacement
along the normal in the region, andM = ΔX/Δx. In [34], we showed that at point A0
the radiation intensity will vary in a quasi-periodic mode proportionally to value
sin 2 2π  Δuz0M=λð Þ= sin 2 2π  Δuz0=λð Þ, where Δuz0 = Δuz=M. Analysis of the
obtained expression showed that in deformation of the materials used in practice,
the periodicity corresponding to the denominator is difficult to implement. From
the numerator period, we obtain that Δuz0 M ¼ Δuz ¼ λN=2, where N is the
interference period (period of value ~I). The latter ratio is also implied by formulas
(6), (10), (11), if in these formulas we accept that σ2 ¼ 0, x1h i ¼ 0, and k11, k22 ¼ 0.
Therefore, the multiple-wave interference that we have discussed is equivalent
to interference of two waves spreading from the centers located at the opposite
edges of the region with ΔX diameter. Expression Δuz0 M ¼ λN=2 may be
interpreted in a different way. Having accepted that N = 1, we have: Δuz0 ¼
1=2ð Þλ=M ¼ 1=2ð Þλ0. We obtain that variation of value ~I per period may also be
interpreted as the variation result of the interference period of two coherent waves
with wave length λ0 ¼ λ=M. This variation appears in a relative displacement of two
scattering centers located at distance Δx by value Δuz0. Let us accept the limiting
sensitivity Δuz0 of the technique, the 1-nm order is theoretically evaluated above
and experimentally confirmed in [41]. Then, formally we obtain that value λ0 is in
the X-ray wave range. This way, if the region with ΔX diameter is so small that the
macroscopic deformations in it are homogeneous, then the reflected waves with
random initial phases form some random hardly variable speckle brightness value,
and the waves with the same initial phases are responsible for quasi-periodic inten-
sity variation on the background of this value.
The conducted experiments showed the possibility in principle to determine the
limiting roughness parameter variation ΔRa, of value Δu ¼ Δu! ls
! þ l!
 
for the
reflecting object and the refraction index of a transparent object corresponding to
the crack start. By monitoring the variation rate of these parameters on the bases of
the 10–100 μm order, one can assess the approximate time to macro-fracture. It is
noteworthy that in practice, not always is there an opportunity to illuminate the
object under control with laser radiation, and the conventional nondestructive
testing techniques are poorly adapted for measurement on such bases. The
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discussed speckle method could be used as the tool for upgrading of the conven-
tional testing techniques. The technique is convenient for target detection in search
of local irreversible deformations and calibration of other techniques.
Fatigue experiments improved understanding of the processes occurring in
high-cycle fatigue of materials. For example, the pins that we observed at the notch
tip (shown by the arrow in Figure 9b) turned out to be pieces of iron carbide. We
managed to identify them using Raman scattering [42]. This fact speaks for the
significance of heat generation accounting in high-cycle fatigue. The experiments
also showed that irreversible processes in the small region close to the notch emerge
at the early stages of the fatigue. If inconsistent local deformations emerge at the
stage of loading increase, then in arbitrary unloading residual compressive stress
must inevitably appear. Thus, the stress and deformation fields at the notch tip will
vary considerably with progress of the fatigue. In this context, analysis of not only
local plastic, but also of periodically varying elastic deformations is important.
The opportunity for application of the elastic deformation control technique that
we have discussed was substantiated in [32]. Deformation ε ¼ Δu=ΔX of the 103
order corresponds to values Δu of the 1-nm order and ΔX of the 10-μm order.
Plastic deformations 103 up are more characteristic for most of the conventional
constructive materials. If we increase the measurement base by an order, we will
proceed into the range of elastic deformations of the 104 order. It is deformations
of this order that emerge in constructions during exploitation. In [43], we
conducted a successful pilot model experiment recording values ~I and η in a speci-
men under elastic strain. Figure 20 presents dependences of ~I and η on the time
taken from that paper. The graphs were obtained in periodic deflection of a steel
beam. The data correspond to a single oscillation period; the observation and illu-
mination directions selected were not on the surface normal, measurement base ΔX
equaled 670 μm. Thus, the approaches that we have discussed are in principle
applicable for simultaneous monitoring of both macroscopic elastic deformations on
relatively large bases and of local plastic deformations. Development of such tech-
niques can be the subject for further research.
Figure 20.
Dependence of ~I and η on time in elastic deflection of a steel beam.
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The dependence of value η both on the mean value of x2 ¼ kΔu and on its
variance k22 is the peculiarity of this technique. We managed to obtain numerical
values of x2 and k22 for cases k22 = 0 and x2 = 0, respectively. In [32], it was
proposed to obtain the values of x2h i and k22 by simultaneous recording of two
speckle images obtained using two lasers. Development of such a technique can be
the subject for further research.
In the conducted fatigue experiments, we used an optical system that permits
determination mean values, variance, and relaxation time of Δuz-component of
vector Δu
!
. However, the measurements of the above values for other components
of vector Δu
!
are of practical interest. Development of such a technique is the
subject of our further research.
5.2 Study of the processes inside live cells
The matters of the accuracy and sensitivity of the technique, the peculiarities of
speckle image variations, contribution assessment for values x2h i and k22 to varia-
tion of value η discussed in the previous section are fully applied to dynamic speckle
interferometry of live cells.
We underpinned and approved a cell activity parameter σ2Δu, or variance of the
difference in the optical path of the cell-sounding waves is such a parameter.
However, it is not yet clear what constituents of metabolism affect variation of
value σ2Δu and to what extent. The study of this problem is the subject of our further
research.
Obtaining data by averaging by the cell thickness is a drawback of this tech-
nique. Still, the logic of the technique development and the practical needs set the
task of determining the mean value, variance, and relaxation time of the medium
refraction index in every small section of the cell. The author reported about the
ways to solve this problem at two conferences [44, 45]. Theoretical and experi-
mental underpinning of a speckle tomography for the live cell that would permit a
solution to this problem is the subject of our further research.
6. Conclusion
This work discussed theoretical and experimental underpinning of an interfer-
ence technique that permits studying irreversible processes occurring near the
surface of reflecting objects and inside thin transparent objects by variation of
speckle images. The author’s scientific interests lie in the sphere of studying lon-
gevity of living and nonliving matter. So, the research targets were specimens made
from constructive materials tested for high-cycle fatigue as well as cultured live
cells.
The theoretically obtained formulas established the relationship among the
parameters characterizing variation of optical wave paths in small sections of an
object and the parameters characterizing variation of speckles in the conjugated
region. Such parameters for a reflecting object were the mean value, variance, the
relaxation time of difference Δu in displacement of scattering centers (points of the
surface), time-averaged radiation intensity ~I, and correlation coefficient η for the
speckle image fragment taken at the reference and at the current time points.
Similar ratios were obtained for a transparent object sounded by multiple waves
with random initial phases. The difference consisted of the fact that value Δu was
the difference in the optical path of the waves sounding the object.
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For the variant, when variation of Δu in time is a random stationary process, we
obtained a relation between the normalized spectrum of value Δu and the normal-
ized fluctuation spectrum of ~I.
In experiments set up for testing of the theory, speckle dynamics was created by
displacement of a rough transparent plate, by variation of shape, roughness, and the
refraction index of metal and Plexiglas specimens in their high-cycle fatigue. Good
quantitative coincidence of the theory and the experiment was shown.
It was shown that by way of speckle time-averaging the technique permits real-
time determination of the 1-nm-order measurements of Δu on the 10-μm order on
bases ΔX, which corresponds to local plastic deformation ε = Δu/ΔX of the 103
order.
It was demonstrated that with increasing base ΔX by an order, the technique
allows to monitor the variation of elastic macroscopic deformations. So, the possi-
bility, in principle, to use the same technique for monitoring both the deformation
field of a part and accumulation of local plastic deformations in an object under
periodic strain appears.
It was also shown that using this technique, one can determine the limiting
variations of roughness parameter Ra, value ε and refraction index n that corre-
spond to the crack start. Therefore, knowing the limiting measurements of these
parameters and monitoring their variation rate while exploiting the part, one could
in principle assess the time to its macroscopic fracture. Development of such a
technique can be the subject of further research.
When the technique was applied for studying live cells, it was shown that the
variance of value Δu can be used as a live cell activity parameter. It was also shown
that dependences ~I tð Þ and η(t) for virus-infected and virus-free cells differ consid-
erably. Modification of this technique for determination of the average measure-
ment, variance, and relaxation time of the refraction index in small areas of the live
cell can be the line of further research.
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